factual support (DiCarlo, 1964, p. 8) •" The deaf were considered mentally deficient and socially inadequate. The struggle to remove and discard such labels and misconceptions has been a centuries-long process. Today, the deaf still continue the fight to ·emancipate themseives from the prejudices and persecutions of the past.
In the years before A.D. 1400 the deaf were forced to -seek survival alone. The deaf, often forced to live outside ' of organized society, had to struggle for existence. The weakest did not s~vive. Existence for those who were stronger was meager (DiCarlo, 1964, P• 10) .
. . ·Unable to carry a normal load in groups struggling for existenoe, th~ deaf were then cast o~t from the chosen ranks of society. The Athenian people were governed by the concept of ~Hirmony, which. meant the functioning of parts as .
.. The deaf were once again rejected as they were unable to perform such duties.
During the Greek Empire, status was gained only when intellectual, physical, and cultural fitness exceeded all else. Individuals not capable of acquiring such skills did not survive. The forces of society as well as nature determined the fate of the handicapped (DiCarlo, 1964, p. 11) .
The Hebrel'lS were one of the first communi ties to accept the deaf. Hebrel'l law distinguished among the deaf who had speech, among those who were able to hear but were mute, and among those who were both deaf and dumb. They enacted laws l'lhich took all responsibility from the deaf-mute and specified legal rights of the deaf as well as the legal rights of the mute. These law·s are considered to be one of the earliest examples of differential diagnosis (DiCarlo, 1964, p. 11 ).
An observation by Aristotle has had considerable bearing upon the problem of the deaf. He felt that deafness and dumbness (lack of speaking ability) l'lere interrelated.
In other words, he indicated that even though the deaf had voice, they were speechless. The term ttdumbness 11 and
Aristotle'S incorrect inference of a cause and effect ~.
.. .
I>
. .
• of the oppressed and He was the only salvation for the deaf.
Consequently, no attempt was made to educate those, 1-1ho lilce the lepers, could not overcome the Lord'S Will through any effort of their own (Davis and Silverman, 1970, p. 376) .
Although the Christian Church did permit the deaf the right of marriage, it looked l'li th disdain upon the intellectual capabilities of the hearing handicapped. It ~-ras not un~il about the seventh century A.D. that Bede, in his writings, made reference to an attempt at deaf education.
Bede wrote of Bishop John of York, who taught a deaf-dumb youth to speak intelligibly. This accomplishment ~.;as considered to be a miracle and no mention 1'1as ever made of the teaching method employed (Davis and Silverman, 1970, p. 376, and DiCarlo, 1964, p. 13 ).
Man's intellectual curiosity about deafness lay dormant and 1n darkness until about the middle of the sixteenth century, when the mists began to 11ft. Some people began to search for knowledge about the mute phenomena once again, only this time the search was tempered by the desire to contribute to humanity. The deaf, at last, received the attention of a few intellectually curious men (DiCarlo, 1964, p. 14). (DiCarlo, 1964, p. 14) .
This 't'las a significant contribution to the field of deaf education.
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Girolamo Cardano, an Italian philosopher and physicist, insisted the deaf could be taught to express themselves through reading and writing. He proposed a set of principles which explained how the deaf could be taught to comprehend written symbols by associating the symbols with pictures or objects which they were supposed to represent. The value of Cardano's principles lies not in the method he sugges ted, but in his absolute rejection of the idea that the deaf were mentally incompetent and uneducable. Card~~o contributed 230 books to the field of speech pathology and audiology, along with numerous experiments pertaining to research in audiology (Feldman, 1960, p. 14) .
Pedro Ponce de Leon, a Spanish monk, is believed by most historians to be the first teacher of deaf-mutes. In 1555, Ponce de Leon was offering oral education to deaf children of the nobility. He not only inferred or philosophized about the ability of the deaf to learn language, but he also taught them (Davis and Silverman, 1970, p. 377, and DiCarlo, 1964, p 
I
One of the first to distinguish between the deaf (people who heard no sound) and the hard of hearing (people who heard loud sounds) was Solomon Alberti of Germany (DiCarlo, 1964, p. 16 ). This has also been a major contribution to the study of deafness.
Juan Pablo Bonet wrote a book which was published in 1620 titled, The Method of Teaching Deaf Jllutes to Speak.
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It is the first book written dealing with the oral method.
Althougn Bonet believed that lip reading was a very valuable tool for the deaf, he felt that it was a skill that could be acquired by only a few. He believed that students practicing (DiCarlo, 1964, p. 20 and O'Neill and Oyer, 1961, pp. 10-11) .
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, continued interest in deaf education and especially in lip Two Germans, L. w. Kerger and Georg Raphel, were responsible for developing the oral teaching method in Germany, where it grew to be the national system for educating the deaf.
In the early eighteenth century, an Englishman, Henry Baker, became the instructor of a young deaf girl. He 'I'Tas so pleased with her success in lip reading, reading and l«iting that he established his own small private school.
Baker did not l~ite about his methods and to ensure secrecy of his methods, he asked a bond from his students.
About the same time (1720) Jacob R . Pereire, a Spani ar d , worked with some of the deaf in France. His teaching i neluded both lip reading and the manual alphabet. Perei r e was recognized as an authority in deaf education, but littl e is known about his methods as he, too, failed to record his activities (Watson, 1961, p. 26) . 
'
De 1' Epee devoted time to
The consequence of the soaring increase in the number of his pupils, coupled tdth ' a lack of instructor time, was that de 1' Epee changed to the more expedient manual method (Feldman, 1960, p. 2) .
' '
Abbe Sicard, one of de 1' Epeers teacher trainees, was selected to head a deaf school in Paris. Sicard published a " . Alice and attempted to give her written language. Because of his concern, Gallaudet was chosen to go to Europe to study new ways to educate the deaf.
Gallaudet explained to Thomas Braidwood (grandson of the elder Thomas Braidwood) that he intended to study the Braidwood method for a fel-l months and then to study the Gallaudet was so impressed with the demonstrations of these pupils that he abandoned negotiations with the Braidwoods and travelled to the school in Paris to study with Sicard.
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At the school in Paris, Gallaudet became good friends with Laurent Clerc, a deaf student, and within tl'l'O months the two men tr~velled to America to begin a school for the deaf.
Four years later ·the school received federal subsidization and was established as the American Asylum for the Deaf.
The number of schools in America for the deaf grew until they .numbered twenty in 1860. All of the schools adopted the manual method because of its outstanding success. • • • And this leads to the point that we ~dsh to emphasize, namely: That the method applied to children is not adapted to the needs of those who lose their hearing in later life. Such persons do not need to learn to speak. It is not necessary for them to know the positions of the various organs of speech in the mouth. For them, the externally visible characteristics are the essential points. For, in natural conversation, when movements are not exaggerated, these external characteristics alone are visible. Moreover, the hard-of-hearing adult is able to grasp the meaning of a sentence as a whole without a slow prDnunciation of each word. He has a much higher aim in view in his wish to follow all conversation in which he was accustomed to take part before becoming deaf (Bruhn, 1915, p Cued speech is designed so that a cue stands for a group of visually non-homophenous sounds; hand cues and lip movements must go together in order to tell exactl~ which sound is being said. (e.g . , The cue for b, n, wh and the lip position for p, b, m have only one sound in common--b. By a process of elimina~ion one learns that the sound being spoken and cued is b,) (Feldman, 1969, p (.866) (Utley, 1946, p. numerical raw score values (Appendix B). In order to determine whether there was a significant difference between the experimental group and the control group, the Chi-square formula was used (Thompson, 1965, p. 40 There was no significant difference between the lip reading scores of mothers of deaf and hard-of-hearing children and the mothers of normal hearing children within this sample.
Discussion:
Vicarious learning of speech reading skills might be expected because mothers of deaf and hard-of-hearing children must provide visual discriminative stimuli for communication.
The basic means for transmitting information becomes visual (facial movements) and tactile, of which the mother is probably much more dependent on visual. With this reliance on the child•s visual perception, the mother seemingly would be more aware of herself as a visual model for communication.
Since it would seem essential for the mother to provide visual discriminative stimuli for communication, it might be assumed further that she would be more aware of facial movements in general. Hence, it was hypothesized that lipreading skills would be learned vicariously. 
